THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO
PLANNING AN EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT APP

Employee engagement is the workforce challenge of the modern economy.
How do organizations attract, motivate and retain the talent they need to
prosper? What do workers want from their jobs? What compels them to not
just spend time on their work, but to give it their best effort? Why do they
leave one organization for another?
As is often the case, technology can play an essential role in finding the
answers to such questions. Organizations from industries across the business
spectrum are using employee engagement mobile apps to drive employee
productivity and satisfaction.
Where to begin?
With this Ultimate Guide to Planning Your Employee Engagement App, you
will learn how a mobile integrated employee communications solution can
drive all your employee engagement. This guide focuses on four topics:
1. Why You Need an Employee Engagement App
2. Setting Goals for your Employee Engagement App
3. Must-Haves in Your Employee App Platform
4. Where to Learn More about Employee Engagement App Platforms
With this guide as a starting point, you’ll soon be on your way to unlocking
the answers that will help you create the work environment your organization
needs – and one your workforce will love.

1. WHY YOU NEED AN EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT APP

Companies large and small are creating employee engagement mobile apps. The push is coming from across
organizations: human resources, internal communications, corporate affairs, training and development, sales
and operations, as well as health, safety and wellness.
Stakeholders like you recognize the need to increase engagement within your workforces and to establish
more effective communications channels within your organizations. You are looking for more ways to
increase engagement with your internal communications, digital content, intranets, newsletters, emails,
gamification programs, learning and training (LMS systems), content management systems and more.
And with good reason.
Unengaged employees lead to lost sales, low productivity and high attrition. According to the We2017
Gallup Report, just 15% of full-time adult employees worldwide are engaged and enthusiastic about their
workplace. And just 67% of the U.S. workforce is unengaged on the job. A recent post in HR Technologist
reports that employee engagement, or, more precisely, employee disengagement, is a problem that costs the
US economy $30.5 billion annually. Finally, consider tech-savvy Millennials that now account for 50%
of the workforce. While the largest generation of workers, only 29% of them say they are engaged at
work. And 71% are either not engaged or actively disengaged.
Part of the problem is a differing view between employees and organizations on technology’s role in the
workplace. Millennials use their phones in virtually every aspect of their lives outside of work. Name the
activity: Finding a ride downtown. Ordering a pizza. Buying an airline ticket. Signing up for a class. And it’s
not just Millennials. These days, there is an iPhone or Android device in everyone’s pocket. Smartphone
use has become easy and affordable across the world. In many cases, phones are simply necessary to keep
up with the growing communication demands of modern life.
Your employees are comfortable with and even expect to conduct their personal business by way of one
mobile app or another. And that expectation has expanded to the workplace. A study by Adobe found that
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85% of employees who feel their company’s technology is ahead of the curve say they love their jobs, and
70% of employees believe technology improves work-life balance . Fully 42% of Millennials say they would
leave a company because of substandard technology.
Allowing employees access to technology – smart phones – creates an opportunity for an organization
to build an engagement app that communicates and weaves their mission, vision, values and culture into
their employees’ daily information stream. But lifestyle habits aren’t the only drivers behind the
upsurge in employee engagement apps. Here are a few of the more prominent ones:

Data Plans. Have you noticed the trend of wireless carriers switching to unlimited data plans for
individuals and groups? That’s because everyone needs data for all those data-hungry apps we use every
day. To stay competitive, and to keep up with bandwidth demands, providers are making unlimited plans
commonplace. In addition, companies have installed advanced WIFI networks in their facilities. That allows
them to host a multitude of hardware that require more bars in more places.

Compliance. Some organizations operate in highly regulated environments, such as you find with
unionized workforces, whose leadership are wary of the use of employee apps. This hurdle is easily
overcome when employers make the use of your employee app optional. Employers position the app not
as a mandatory tool, but rather as a helpful resource available to employees in their everyday jobs. The
overwhelming response is the voluntary, intrinsically motivated behavior of using the employee app platform
on their own.
So, it makes sense for organizations that recognize an employee engagement problem to also recognize the
value of creating a custom mobile app. If you are like most employers, your workforce is not all sitting in the
same place at the same time during the work day. They are scattered across locations, working at various
times and responsible for diverse functions. They are on the move, and you need engagement features that
align with that reality.
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2. IDENTIFYING GOALS FOR YOUR
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT APP

Okay, so you’re convinced. It’s time to plan an employee app. Where do you start? What platforms should
you look for? Should it be white-labeled or SaaS? What kinds of features and benefits should you consider?
Who’s built employee apps with measurable success?
Your strategic goals are at the center of the employee app planning process. What do you expect to
accomplish? What tools will you need to improve communication, participation and recognition within your
workforce? How will you measure progress?
The graphic below illustrates four goals, or pillars, of employee engagement. Your employee engagement
app platform must give you the tools to execute the actions associated with each pillar. This is a crucial point,
as each pillar works in conjunction with the others to support your overall strategy.

Four Pillars of Employee Engagement

Inform & Inspire

Hear Your Employees

Reward & Recognize

Analyze Metrics

Keep employees plugged
in with interactive content,
leadership messaging,
new product/service
training and fast track
career advancement
opportunities.

Get employee ideas, insights
and opinions with instant
feedback surveys and polls.
Keep your finger on the
pulse of your culture so you
can stream future content
that hits home.

Reward and recognize
employees who view and
share content with points
and badges that may be
redeemed for prizes and
certificates. Create a band
of brand ambassadors!

View employee
engagement levels,
satisfaction, knowledge
scoring content advocacy,
app usage, gamification
stats and more so you
can adapt programs for
maximum performance.
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3. MUST-HAVES IN YOUR
EMPLOYEE APP PLATFORM

Not all employee engagement apps are created equal. Here are the main platform architecture
features you should look for when shopping for an employee app platform provider.

Platform type
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) or White-label? Gone are the days when your own branded employee app
was available either in app stores such as Google Play for Android or The App Store for iOS devices. That
meant hiring an app development firm or a digital agency to custom build your employee app platform.
Not anymore. SaaS services let you quickly design your own custom-branded and content-driven employee
apps. You work through intuitive dashboards that are complete with tools that include employee segmentation
and full analytics. These tools give you the ability to measure elements such as engagement, knowledge
scoring, brand advocacy and much more. SaaS models such as hubEngage’s CoIL Engagement™
Framework let you quickly adopt a mobile app employee communications strategy and execute
engagement tactics on the fly.

IT and legacy system integration
Your mobile app must be able to integrate seamlessly with legacy systems. If you’re an internal
communicator, chances are you’ve already got some heavy-duty IT infrastructure with components such as
intranets, learning management systems (LMS), content management systems and more. Make sure your
employee app platform can connect with these systems and import data directly. You want to avoid the need
to recreate digital content for the app that you already have in other systems. Look for APIs (application
program interfaces) and web hooks to grab that content, format it for in-app design flow and deploy it
automatically while talking to your legacy systems.
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Here are some items you’ll want to make sure are
included in your app:
Content Feature Set:
Multi-format news with document attachments and streaming video
Events
Employee directories
Multi-format surveys
Internal social feeds
User submitted content (storytelling, best practices, etc.)
Micro-learning via quizzes and scavenger hunts
Gamification with points, rewards and leader-boards
Rewards and recognition
Instant messaging (individual and groups)
Push notifications (instant, scheduled, location, behavior based)
QR and bar code content scanning

Set-up, Access and Analytics:
Branded iOS, Android and Web apps published in your app stores
Integrations with intranets (Microsoft SharePoint/Office 365) and CMS systems
Integrations with HR systems and payroll providers (ADP, Workday, etc.)
Integrations with Active Directory for Single Sign-On (on-board/off-board)
External System Integration with Webhooks
Content Targeting Based on Dynamic User Segments
Multi-media content publishing tools
Customizable app menus based on user segments
Multiple administrators
Real-time and detailed analytics
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Design flexibility
Being able to brand your app with your logos, fonts and colors is important for keeping a consistent
corporate look and feel in place. You want your employees to have a great user experience, so make sure
the interface is easy to customize and update.
For example, say you’re a retailer and you’re entering the winter season. You’ll want to change your home
splash screen from an autumn scene to a nice snowy outdoors theme. The better employee communications
and engagement apps have built-in editors that let you, the corporate owner, make those changes and have
them appear instantly in-app. You want to be able to customize buttons and icons in the app, menus, submenus and more.

Tailored to Your Organization’s
Look and Feel
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Feature set
Make sure you pick an employee app platform that is packed with best practice employee engagement
tactics. Take hubEngage’s engagement tactics toolbox, for example. As you can see from the graphic below,
hubEngage is a fully customizable, unified employee app platform, packed with popular communication and
engagement features.

An App That Does It All

Branded App

Instant Messaging

Logo, colors, menus and icons

Individual and group messaging

Content Personalization

Internal Social Feeds

Relevant menu and content

Promote sharing and collaboration

Multi-Format Content

Push Notification

News, events, documents,
polices and more

Targeted with location and
behavior triggers

Scan Content

Rewards

Retrieve any content easily

Incentivize behavior with giveaways

User Submitted Content

Leader Boards

Publish curated content from
users

Create friendly competition

Surveys

Employee Directory

Capture feedback a insights
quickly

Search anyone in the company

Micro-Learning/Quizzes

Connect Internal
Platforms

Educate and reinforce knowledge

Link payroll scheduling benefits
and other platforms

Your app should support every channel: Push news, stream video content, trigger
surveys, add gamification, recognize and reward, collect stories or create learningand-development programs.
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Back-end dashboard
One mission-control dashboard is essential. Your employee app platform should support a robust, easyto-use dashboard that lets you change elements of the app user experience / user-interface, instantly
create and design your in-app tactics (surveys, news, gamification), pull reports, access segmentation tools,
geolocation tools, and more.

Here is an example of one such dashboard:
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Deep analytics and metrics
Creating and deploying the employee app is only half the job. The other half is making sure your app
platform gives you intuitive built-in analytics. These analytics features give you the big picture fast, but also let
you focus on specifics with reporting tools, so you can slice and dice the data to extract precise conclusions.
You’ll want your choice in platform to let you instantly see metrics on engagement, knowledge scoring, brand
advocacy, app dwell time, content efficacy, campaign effectiveness and gamification stats. A dashboard like
that lets you monitor every aspect of your employees’ engagement.

Analytics You Can Understand – and Apply
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An intelligent employee app platform
Here is where you can take it a step further. You can create an employee app platform that understands and
learns from user behaviors and geolocation technology. That allows you to create more targeted relevant
content feeds in the future.
Employee app platforms powered by hubEngage’s CoIL Engagement™ Framework have builtin algorithms that churn data into analytics. They also re-target automatically, based on the intelligence
received.
So, the net effect is your app is quietly watching, understanding and measuring each user’s content
engagement. The app then deploys future content that is meaningful to each user. This is where an intelligent
employee app has an advantage over “one-size-fits-all” employee app solutions that send the same content
to everyone.
Employee app personalization is key here. Be aware that not all employee app platforms are created with
such advanced behind-the-scenes technologies.

Efficient distribution of all employee engagement in one platform
Think of all the ways HR, internal communications and even marketing departments try to engage employees.
They generate letters, emails, surveys, posters, videos, training modules, announcements, speeches and
gamification. They’re all part of an employee engagement strategy.
Most companies typically use one-way distribution channels to get all this content out. They leverage
channels such as emails, intranets, events/meetings, speeches, and even print. It’s hard to know if these
messages hit that engagement sweet spot. Not to mention, managing all those channels is cost- and time
consuming.
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Ask yourself these questions about your current communications and distribution channels. Are they:
Delivering content in a convenient and shareable way that easily creates social buzz?
Providing information that’s relevant to where people are and what they are doing?
Personalizing content for each employee based on who they are and what they specifically do?
Providing instant feedback and analytics on content and employees’ interaction with it?
Motivating people to want to learn with incentives and recognition?

Tailored, interactive push content
Ultimately, you’ll want a platform that allows you to drive all facets of employee engagement in one, mobilefirst SaaS platform.
Facets include:

Top-down communications. Give employees the company news and updates they
need, wherever they are, so they can be as informed and productive as possible.
Segmentation tools make personalized content easily available in a variety of formats.

Bottom-up communications. Encourage employees to provide feedback and contribute ideas
with surveys and user-submitted content so they know their opinions are valued and that they are a part of
something bigger.

Peer-to-peer. Promote instant messaging and internal social feeds to facilitate the sharing and
collaboration that builds lasting, fruitful relationships.

Rewards & recognition. Honor employees in engaging ways that inspire loyalty and retention with
friendly competitions, gamification incentives and real-time leaderboards.
There’s no need to create a static, one-way, one-size-fits-all push content employee app. Build a smarter
employee app that intuitively learns users’ behavior and provides insights to better understand them. Those
insights, in turn, help you to better serve them.
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By leveraging hubEngage’s CoIL Engagement™ Framework, you can:
Easily create powerful, useful apps for your workforce, packed with all the engagement tactics you
need to create engagement fast.
Use deep analytics and insights to help understand your workforce better, allowing you to keep
abreast of their wants, needs, preferences and accomplishments.
Churn data in our personalization engine and automatically deliver relevancy to each employee’s
satisfaction, leading to an outstanding workforce.

Tailored, interactive push content
Use this grid as a checklist for the bare minimum you should be looking for when considering an employee
app platform for any size enterprise:
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4. WHERE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT APP
PLATFORMS
As you can see, a lot of careful thought goes into creating an effective employee engagement app platform.
This guide is designed to help you start a conversation about how to address your organization’s specific
needs.
Here are your most important takeaways:
Pick a platform with all the features you need for a comprehensive employee communication and
engagement strategy.
Select a platform that allows you to start at any point tactic-wise and scale up over time.
Determine which platform will ultimately allow you to create a fully immersive digital employee
mobile app experience.
Use this grid as a checklist for the bare minimum you should be looking for when
considering an employee app platform for any size enterprise:

Branded App

Surveys

Rewards

Content Personalization

Micro-Learning/Quizzes

Leader Boards

Multi-Format Content

Instant Messaging

Employee Directory

Scan Content

Internal Social Feeds

Connect Internal
Platforms

User Submitted Content

Push Notification

Logo, colors, menus and icons

Relevant menu and content

News, events, documents,
polices and more

Retrieve any content easily

Publish curated content from users

Capture feedback a insights quickly

Educate and reinforce knowledge

Individual and group messaging

Promote sharing and collaboration

Incentivize behavior with giveaways

Create friendly competition

Search anyone in the company

Link payroll scheduling benefits
and other platforms

Targeted with location and
behavior triggers
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IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT
COMMUNICATION, IT’S
ABOUT ENGAGEMENT
You have limitless choices for communicating with employees. But to truly
engage employees and optimize productivity, happiness and satisfaction,
you need more than a communications tool.
Why not have a conversation with hubEngage? Our experts in employee
engagement strategy and mobile technology can help companies like yours
design a customized SaaS employee engagement platform that delivers.
You can even start a free trial of a sample employee engagement
app. See how you can use it to enhance your employee communication and
participation.
Mobile technology is on the rise, and it is carrying users’ expectations along
with it. Create a custom-made interactive experience you need to improve
communication and give employees the tools – and the motivation – they
need to succeed.
And then watch everything change, from the readings on your dashboard
to the vibe at monthly meetings. All thanks to the power of a fully engaged
workforce.

Contact hubEngage Today

